
Will be mostly a practical, working cataloger's 

approach to RDA 

At the same time we need to be aware of larger 

issues (Why RDA? What new things will it help us 

do?), which Jen will address in the last part of the 

presentation 

Not a complete overview of RDA or an element-by-

element, field-by-field walkthrough of RDA records, 

but a look at some particular changes resulting from 

RDA 

 

  



More far-reaching implications of RDA deal with 

relationships between entities, but obvious 

differences show up in description 

 

Information can be anywhere in the resource--RDA 

doesn’t define “chief source of information” or 

“prescribed source of information”; brackets in RDA 

indicate data supplied from outside the resource 

(can specify sources of information in a note if 

desired) 

 

  



  



RDA continues and extends AACR2’s trend of 

representing the resource as it represents itself 

  



For example, errors found in the resource are 

transcribed as found ... 

  



… and such information as titles of address and 

academic degrees, which AACR2 instructs us to 

omit in most cases, are transcribed in statements of 

responsibility. 

  



The traditional “rule of three” is no more in RDA (it is an option, but the Library 

of Congress has decided to follow the RDA instruction); if four or more authors 

are named in the resource, rather than recording only the first ... 



… under RDA we record them all, and provide access points for them all as 

well.  Note too the change of preferred access point (new RDA terminology) 

and the relator terms following the headings, which we’ll discuss later.  

(Thanks to Adam Schiff for this example.) 



RDA affects the appearance of publication, 

manufacture, distribution, and copyright information 

in several ways 

 

Note that abbreviations and specialized terminology 

have been replaced with ordinary English words 

spelled out--something that occurs throughout RDA 

 

Still in brackets because this information is supplied 

by the cataloger 

 

There is also a new MARC field for this information 

  



Example of a book with no date of publication given, but a copyright date and 

a printing date (extra wrinkle--2014 and 2013 respectively) 



New field 264--repeatable, with second indicator 

designating type of data (1 = publication, 3 = 

manufacture, 4 = copyright); note that only 

publication field has end punctuation and that RDA 

prescribes the international copyright symbols, not 

lowercase “c” and “p” 

Note that abbreviations and specialized terminology 

have been replaced with ordinary English words 

spelled out--something that occurs throughout RDA 

  



If you have a resource with only copyright date, you 

can’t use it as a substitute for date of publication as 

with AACR2 

  



No more abbreviations 

British spelling of colour is acceptable 

  





No more GMD [ ] after title 

336 The form of communication through which a 

work is expressed.  

 Examples: performed music; text; two-

dimensional moving image 

337 The general type of intermediation device 

required to view, play, run, etc., the content of the 

resource.  

 Examples: audio, computer, microform, 

unmediated (book); video 

338 The format of the storage medium and housing 

of a carrier. 

 Examples: audio disc; online resource; 

microfiche, videocassette, volume 

  



The RDA term goes in subfield $a, the MARC content, media, or carrier code 

(optional, but LC uses them) in $b, the source in $2 

 

Every kind of resource, including print on paper, has to have these three 

elements in the RDA record 



Videodisc characteristics will be in the 344, 346, & 

347 or 538 MARC tags--or both 

 

 

  



Three more new RDA elements and corresponding MARC tags. 

 

Policy decision: use these instead of field 538 (and in some cases 500), use 

538/500 and not these, or use both?  In the OLAC Newsletter, Jay Weitz 

advises using both for now. 



344 

Type of recording 

Recording medium 

Playing speed 

Configuration of playback channels 

 

No 346 because not visual 

 

347 contains information on the digital encoding of 

data in the resource 

  



  



  



Series numbering from the author ’s website 

  



The note specifying the source of the bracketed data is optional.  I think it’s 

useful to add such information.  You could also record the series statement 

(490) without numbering and quote the statement “Book 14 in the Love at 

Stake series” in a note, but then a patron is less likely to notice the information. 



Series are often tricky--here are a few wrinkles not 

specific to RDA but good to know 

 

Two series found here--Red Valley ranchers and 

Harlequin special edition.  The H in the diamond is a 

part of the logo--don’t record it as part of the series 

title! 

 

Note the number on the spine 

  



Note the first sentence under “Dear Reader” (page facing the title page)--this 

kind of statement (embedded in a sentence) isn’t considered a series 

statement, but it does tell you that it is the author’s own series 



Facing the verso of the title page is a list of the author’s books--note how 

symbols connect the titles to the series 

 

You’ll often find author series in this kind of list, and sometimes it’s the only 

place you’ll find the series 



Two decisions reflected here:  Is each series a 

multi-author series, hence with access point under 

title, or single-author? and Which series does the 

numbering go with? 

 

Clues include the resource itself and outside 

sources such as the LC Authority File and 

publisher’s or author’s website 

  



O.T. and N.T. are no longer used 

Use book 

Bible. Genesis 

Bible. Matthew 

  



Personal, family, and corporate name access points 

(1xxs and 7xxs) 

Could show what the relationship is to the work or 

expression 

Many terms, including author, editor, illustrator, 

actor, director, musician, storyteller, singer, 

production company 

 

We have seen these in our examples and will see 

more 

 

Optional (not a core element in RDA) but LC policy 

is to use for all creators 

 

  



Terms (words spelled out) or MARC relator codes 

(three-letter codes)?  LC has decided to use terms.  

Library and Archives Canada prefers codes 

(bilingual environment). 



  



  







Fictitious characters will now reside in the name authority file vs. LCSH.  











Missing the 340 $n large print $2 rda 









Note that the publisher number on the discs is the 

same for all the sets. It is the packaging that makes 

each one a separate manifestation.  

  







  















Not all digital copies are a disc. Some digital copies 

are just a piece of paper with a website and code to 

download or access the program. 

  







  







Used Amazon and a blog to verify the artists 

  







These are partial records--I’m showing the portions that illustrate RDA-related 

changes 

 

The original records are in AACR2; they have been converted to RDA for this 

presentation 



Note the relator term (100), the absence of a GMD, the word “edition” spelled 

out (the numeral 2 is in the source), the two 264 fields instead of a 260, the 

slightly different terminology in 300 $a 



Here we have the content, media, and carrier elements (336-338) and the new 

fields for sound and digital file characteristics.  I’ve also included the familiar, 

eye-readable note “Compact discs,” following Jay Weitz’s advice.  At some 

point, our local system interfaces may be able to generate user-friendly text 

from the 33x and 34x fields, and we can rethink the need to duplicate this 

information. 



We’ll find that as far as RDA is concerned, classical music recordings aren’t a 

lot different from other music. 



Much like our previous example; note the relator term “performer”; you may 

also notice that it’s “stereo” rather than “stereo.” as RDA does not treat this 

term as an abbreviation. 





  



Changes you can make per OCLC RDA policy. 

 

  



Changes you can make per OCLC RDA policy. 

  



Changes you can make per OCLC RDA policy. 

 

  



Can assign macros to User Tools for ease of use. This macro is in the OCLC 

macrobook. Reminder: GMDs no longer accepted in OCLC for new, non-RDA 

records after March 31, 2016. 

  



For frequently used text strings, they can be assigned to a keystroke or even 

added into macros. 

  





Not just for deriving records but also for creating constant data. To create new 

constant data – Cataloging  Create Constant Data (ctrl + shift + N) 





Would previously be a 500 note. RDA allows for this option to be used instead. 



Would previously be a 500 note. RDA allows for this option to be used instead. 



Authority records can also record more explicit relationships now. 



  



You have learned in this presentation the basic 

changes with RDA 

Also known as Richard Dean Anderson! 

  


